
 

 

The speeches set for study do emphasise the unity of tis audience, rather than their division to a 

high extend. Paul Keating’s Redfern Speech, delivered in 1992, communicates his hopes for 

reconciliation and unity among the Australian people. Similarly, Anwar Sadat’s 1977 Speech to the 

Israeli Knesset, focuses on the unity of all people in an attempt to establish peace.  

Paul Keating primarily aims to bring about reconciliation between the Indigenous and non-

Indigenous community in his speech, through his presentation both the unity and need for 

acceptance of both groups. He delivers his speech at an appropriate time, of the launch of the 1993 

Year of the World’s Indigenous People, and appropriate place, of Redfern which is ha historical 

location of Indigenous socio-economic disadvantage, to address his goals for unity between this 

group and the white community. One rhetorical technique he uses is his rhetorical questioning of 

the audience in order for them to empathise with the feelings and situations prevalent in the 

Indigenous people, in order to unite them. The series of 6 anaphoric and rhetoric statements, such 

as, “imagine if ours was the oldest culture in the world and then were told it was worthless… 

Imagine if we suffered the injustice and then were blamed for it,” uses pathos to evoke a sense of 

sympathy, through Keating’s instruction to the audience to imagine, setting the audience in a more 

empathic mindset to unite with the Indigenous populations. He repeatedly reiterates throughout the 

speech the belonging of the Indigenous People in our national identity through statements such as, 

“this year is much about bringing the dispossessed out of the shadows and recognise they are very 

much a part of our identity.” He also esteems and acknowledges the Indigenous contributions to 

Australian identity and culture, to allow the audience to be more receptive to his proposals of unity 

and reconciliation. He outlines the benefits of this through his persuasive statement, “Where 

Indigenous have been included, they have made remarkable contributions to… art and literature… 

economic contributions… sport, war,” accumulatively expressive the range of instances where both 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous people have united to achieve significant achievements. Keating 

harnesses the context of this speech and uses various rhetoric techniques to acknowledge the 

Indigenous as part of the community, and unite his divided audience.  

The speech to the Israeli Knesset, delivered by the President of Egypt, Anwar Sadat in 1977, 

emphasises the unity of the different faiths and cultures in the attempts to establish a just peace for 

the audience. The speech was delivered at a time of high political and social tension, following 

decades of bilateral war between Israel and Egypt, mainly over land disputes. The huge loss of lives 

and destruction of various communities made it “incumbent” on Sadat to put aside “traditions 

known by warring countries’ in order to create a permanent peace. By using religious allusions and 

language, Sadat acknowledges and attempts to unite the divided audience which consistent of 

believers of multiple faiths. This is noticeable from the onset of the speech where he begins by 

alluding to the Islamic prayer, “In the name of God, most Gracious, most Merciful.” He uses religious 

references to support his arguments and calls for audience unity by using their common belief in 

God, which is at the heart of both the Egypt and Israeli communities. An example of this includes 

Sadat using the biblical location of Jerusalem to put forth the requirement for Israel to remove their 

occupation from Arab territories, so they can live together in peace: “I have come to Jerusalem, The 

City of Peace, which is a living embodiment of the coexistence of three religions; it should be a free 

and open city for all believers.” Sadat also directly addresses the audience and unites them through 

their common experiences of grief and war, harnessing pathos to push them to unity and commit to 

a peace which is metaphorically, “not shaken by storms, swayed by suspicion or jeopardised by ill 

will.” This is evident through his direction to the audience, “You bewailing mother, you, all the 

victims of war; fill the earth and space with recitals of peace.” Sadat further sets himself as an 

example by stating, “he bears the same responsibility to all and every man on earth… any life lost is a 

human life irrespective of it being that of an Arab or Israeli,” which not only develops his ethos as a 



 

 

speaker, but urges the audience to consider their unity. Sadat employs a range of rhetoric 

techniques to emphases the unity of the Israelis and Arabs, in order to attempt to stop the decades 

of tension and conflict.  

Both Keating and Sadat emphasise to a high extent the unity of their divided audiences in order to 

achieve their respective purpses of reconciliation and peace based on justice. the audience. 


